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Stung by losing its status as
McDonald’s lead agency shortly
after its Miller Brewing and United
Airlines accounts fled, Burnett
divides itself into seven mini
agencies with names such as
Agency A, each with its own client
and category focus within Leo
Burnett USA. The plan closely
resembles a similar maneuver by
big agency peers Y&R and DDB.
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“This operational structure is the
ideal way to cope with a more
complex and fragmented media
landscape.” —Mr. Fizdale

RATIONALE:

Wins accounts from Heinz
ketchup, Allegra, Vidal Sassoon,
Budget Rent-A-Car, Fila USA and
Searle arthritis drug Celebra, as
well as African-American-
targeting duties for Sprint Corp.
and media chores on Sara Lee.

RESULTS:

After clients bemoan the mini
agencies, Burnett largely discards
the approach. It launches
Northstar to handle promotions,
interactive work and direct
marketing, and forms the Leo
Group, a holding-company
structure to house Burnett; media
spinoff Starcom; and Bartle Bogle
Hegarty, the hot boutique in which
it bought a minority stake in 1997.

“Clients would say, ‘I don’t want
Unit A. I don’t want Agency D. I
want Leo Burnett.’” —Ms. Berman

Loses TruServ, Amoco and Fila
but wins Toys ‘R’ Us, Crayola and
Delta Airlines. Those wins
combined with the successful
global rollout of Starcom are
enough to make the agency Ad
Age’s Global Agency of the Year.

Restructures leadership in creative
department, shifts account
responsibilities among seven
executive creative directors and
adds “ad ranger creatives” who
float among accounts. Launches
LeoHealth, and subsidiary Capps
Digital refashions its online
division as Chemistri. Also merges
with MacManus Group and sells a
20% equity stake to Dentsu.

“We needed a shake-up.” —Ms.
Berman 

Wins $1 billion Army business, plus
work for the postal service, Rand
McNally and Polaroid. But General
Motors cans the Oldsmobile brand,
and Kraft Foods, Pillsbury, Old El
Paso, Motorola and a slew of dot-
coms send business elsewhere.

Restructures multicultural units,
aligning Lapiz and Vigilante into
parent BCom3’s Pangea, where
they will work with Burnett and
other agencies. Energizes its
new-business picture by
rebranding its failing tech group
as LB Works, which courts clients
in a manner some saw as
denigrating the flagship with its
“Old School, New Rules” tagline.

“We knew it wasn’t working, and
we tried some different
approaches, but it still wasn’t
working.” —Mr. Brennan 

Amid a tough year for the entire
industry, Burnett splits with
longtime clients Arthur
Andersen, Aventis and Rand
McNally. It wins additional work
from existing clients Kellogg’s,
McDonald’s and Hallmark.

BCom3 is acquired by Publicis
Groupe, giving Burnett its third
holding-company shift in four
years—but also the sheen of
being the prize in a public
takeover bid. The agency
bolsters its creative department
by hiring six senior creatives
from hotshops such as Wieden &
Kennedy and TBWA/Chiat/Day. 

“It’s an evolution based on how
the market’s changed.” —LB
Works President Jeff Jones 

LB Works delivers a series of new
accounts, including Lexmark and
Earthlink, and the rest of Leo
doesn’t fare too badly either,
winning new business from ABC,
Morgan Stanley and Beck’s beer.  
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CHANGES: 

RATIONALE:

RESULTS:

LB Works is “reabsorbed,” and its
leadership quits and most of its
accounts flee. Agency takes over
business from shuttered D’Arcy.

“There’s been some confusion in
the new-business world.” —Ms.
Wolf on reabsorbing LB Works

Has to quit Starbucks project, and
Polaroid, Delta Air Lines, Sara Lee

A quiet year as new
management settles in.

Yet again restructures creative
department. Spins off its direct,
online, database and promotional
into newly formed Arc Worldwide.

The creative moves are about
“aligning the department for the
future.” —Mr. Bernardin

Wins PetSmart, ConAgra’s Pam
and Life Choice, and Simmons

Following closely in the footsteps
of Interpublic’s Draft and FCB,
which merged their direct-
marketing and creative agencies
earlier in the year, Burnett
announces it is going to align
more closely—but not merge—
with sibling Arc Worldwide. Arc,
recall, was spun out of Burnett in
2004, and the two had

Burnett announces plans to join a
new mini holding company
dubbed the Insight Factory
alongside Publicis peers Starcom
and Digitas. The so-called “open-
architecture model” will keep the
agency brands distinct but foster
greater cooperation and
resource sharing between the
creative, digital and media
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RATIONALE:

RESULTS:

Mr. Stoddart’s “holistic
communications approach
combined with his Burnett
pedigree … made him the
obvious choice to lead Leo
Burnett USA.” —Mr. Bernardin

Two major losses (U.S. Army and
Morgan Stanley) are offset by a
handful of significant wins
including Samsung, Washington
Mutual and Western Union.

“It’s evolution pure and simple.
What served us well as a
structure even five years ago 
is already outdated.” —Mr.
Bernardin.

Leo loses Cadillac, a brand it and
its predecessors had handled
since the 1930s, and Altoids, a
small-billings account that was
nonetheless a creative showpiece. 

“The new Leo Burnett model
truly breaks the mold. In today’s
opt-out world of consumer choice
… no other marketing partner is
offering this scope and scale of
benefits and options.” —Publicis
Groupe Chairman Maurice Levy

GM returns the Buick, Pontiac and
GMC accounts to the agency. It
also snares the Caesar’s account
and Tribune Co’s Metromix brand.
Washington Mutual departs.
and Royal Philips Electronics bolt.
LB Works snares Gateway account.

mattresses but loses Toys ‘R’ Us,
as well as Gateway and Lexmark. 

successfully collaborated only
sparingly since.

specialists. Details on how,
exactly, that will be achieved have
yet to be announced.


